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Over the past few years there has been a constant question within New Zealand crickets’ high        

performance. 

How can we play more, train for longer, but still play and train on quality cricket surfaces? 

The thought and ability of simply building more cricket facilities to cater for this is not a viable option 

due to the substantial costs involved. 

Crickets’ high performance programmes are continually growing. This is putting demands on facilities 

which were built a long time ago. The current ground facilities don’t have enough space to keep      

expanding and training facilities are commonly fully enclosed also giving no room for growth. 

So how can we try and use the current facilities and provide more usage at the desired quality. (In the 

scenarios below I am focusing on training and short format style cricket so consistency is the key    

criteria.)  

Firstly we need to understand the characteristics of the   

cricket clays we are using and what a well prepared cricket 

surface offers to batsmen and bowlers.  

All cricketers are looking for quality to train and play on and 

this in my opinion is the most important aspect. To deliver a 

quality cricket surface we need to have even moisture 

throughout the clay profile as well as an even coverage of 

turf. After a cricket pitch has been typically prepared the 

clay profile will be hard and compact and contain            

appropriate moisture. The consistency in compaction and level 

of moisture helps to give the pitch longevity and consistency 

in bounce. The even turf cover allows for consistency in pace.  

When a cricket surface is in use, the profile starts losing 

moisture through evapotranspiration. In most NZ clays we 

can re-wet a compacted profile by using wetting agents. This re-wetting reduces the chance of      

layering, which assists the clay profile in delivering consistent bounce. But when the surface loses turf 

coverage through the ball being delivered multiple times to the batsmen, the consistency of pace     

decreases and the variability in cracking increases which can become dangerous. All these factors    

restrict the player’s ability to train well. 

Cricket curator’s trialing hybrid technology in New Zealand. 
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It is at this point we are hoping the hybrids will help. When the natural turf cover is being removed 

through multiple deliveries, the fibres from the hybrid will remain and hopefully allow for continued   

consistency and longevity in the cricket surface.  

There are currently two ranges of hybrids being trialled. The stitched hybrid uses a machine to installs 

fibres into the cricket profile, and the backed hybrid is laid approximately 40-50mm below the surface. 

Both option have fibres above the surface and add to the natural turf density. 

The stitched hybrid has had great success in England over the past few years, so much so that they are 

now allowing the use in county games (short format only). The soils in England are much lower in clay 

content which has allowed the stitching machine to work well and therefore help achieve these        

successful results.  

Because NZ soils are much higher in clay content an attempt will be made during the winter of 2019 to 

stitch some Patumahoe practice pitches at the Basin Reserve and some Kakanui surfaces at Lincoln. The 

backed hybrid has been 

laid at Eden Park, Hagley 

and at Lincoln. These will 

all be in use over the 

summer 2019-2020 in 

training facilities and for 

games. 

If stitching NZ soils is 

successful we will be able 

to compare the stitched 

hybrid to the backed  

hybrid in NZ conditions.  

Results from all these 

trials will hopefully show 

which hybrid is better in 

NZ conditions, how much 

more usage can we get 

from a surface, and what 

grade of cricket is suited 

to each hybrid. 

NZC are hopeful that  

results from all these 

trials throughout NZ will 

not only offer a high  

performance solution as 

early as 2020-2021, but 

also the possibility for schools and lower grade cricket to be played on surfaces which play better for 

longer.  

The Auckland Aces will be using the stitched hybrid while pre-season training at Eden Park during the 

month of September. The backed hybrid will be trained on late November, after these usages an update 

will be presented. 



Tuatara’s moving into North Harbour Stadium 

The Auckland Tuataras who first joined the Australian Baseball League (ABL) in 2018 are moving home base to 

North Harbour Stadium in Albany. Ben Hick, Assistant Stadium Manager, for FieldturfNZ explains there is a lot 

to do before the first home game on the 21st November. While the work on the West stand is already      

underway pushing the 70m boundary out to 100m to accommodate the base ball diamond, most of the      

on-field work must wait until the end of the Mitre 10 Cup. The West has been replaced with a 7-metre      

retaining wall under the Media centre, resembling Fenway Park in Boston. 

Then it will be a quick turn around to cut the running lanes and pitches mound into the field to form the new 

diamond. These areas will be turf cut and lined with Geotech cloth below the 30:70 mix of Patumahoe clay 

and Muriwai red sandstone for the running lanes. Kakanui clay will be used for the pitches mound to provide a 

more moldable footing. The turf that will be removed from these sections will be utilised in the extension of 

the western boundary.  

While Ben will miss the    

summer quiet period that 

previously allowed extensive 

renovation work on the    

stadiums number one ground, 

he is looking forward to  

managing the turf in this new 

baseball environment to  

international standards. The 

ABL consists of 10 weekends 

of play with 5 of those   

taking place at their new 

base in Albany. Each     

weekend will be made up of 3

-4 games with the visiting 

team spread over 4 days. 

Games have been reduced to 

7  innings over approximately 

2 hours of play. And when 

the summer season is all over, the usual code change will take place back to the rugby ground, albeit a little 

more complicated this time around.  

Construction of retaining wall to accommodate the extension of the western boundary 

Auckland Tuatara’s are moving home base to North Harbour Stadium 



RoVE = The Government’s Reform of Vocational Education 

At the start of August, the Government announced how it will reorganise New Zealand’s polytechnics,      

institutes of technology and industry training organisations. At Primary ITO we are fielding questions from 

both employers and trainees as to how this will affect them, so it’s important that we keep you updated as 

the biggest changes to your qualification system unfold over the next few years. 

Will this affect our training system in the immediate future? Simply put, no. Primary ITO will continue to enrol 

trainees and apprentices, arrange training and develop new programmes. The Government has stressed that 

nothing is changing for learners and they should continue to enrol in 2019 and 2020. Right now, it’s business 

as usual. It is also encouraging that the Minister of Education says he wants to see more workplace training 

– not less. 

The work Primary ITO does is likely to move to two new organisations. Firstly, around 4-7 new “Workforce   

Development Councils” will replace the existing industry training organisations in setting standards, designing 

training programmes, and identifying skills needs in industry. Primary ITO is working closely with industry and 

government on the new WDC for the primary industries. 

Secondly, the Government has decided to create one entity (the New Zealand Institute of Skills and           

Technology) to deliver polytechnic training across the whole of New Zealand. This is to take over from the 

current 16 polytechnics and institutes of technology. The Government says that Private Training Establishments 

(PTEs) such as the New Zealand Sports Turf Institute will remain key players that provide choice for        

industries. Under the decision, PTEs will need to operate within the standards set by WDCs. “They will also be 

able to gain responsibility for supporting workplace learning,” the decision document says. “Many PTEs are 

already well-positioned to do this, with strong track records in supporting workplace training and with good 

employer relationships.” 

Primary ITO acknowledges that the changes do create some uncertainty, but we will have contracts in place 

with providers to ensure continuity of training for the foreseeable future. 

Our field team who arrange and support your training are likely at some stage to move to the training   

providers but still do a similar role. There might be a different logo on their car and shirt, but the person 

could be the same.  

Primary ITO is not going anywhere anytime soon. We represent nearly one in five of all industry trainees and 

around 30 primary industry groups. The changes have a lengthy timeframe where we will continue to support 

trainees and develop programmes. The changes from the Government will still need industry leadership for 

training, and Primary ITO is well-placed to contribute to the new Workforce Development Council.  

Kellie Rose 

Sector Manager Sports Turf 

Primary ITO 
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